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ABSTRACT
In this work, a protocol converter had been designed using formal methods in order to make a

controlling station that supports ADLP 80 (ASEA) protocol stanclard able to communicate with a

controlled station that utilizls another communication protocol called IEC 870 protocol standard, in

a central control system. The two protocols are modeled using communicating finite state machine

(CFSM) models. For simplicity, i converter is constructed for each application function using a

"onr"rrion 
algorithm. Thii algorithm adopts a protocol data unit approach to derive the converter

machine.
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INTRODUCTION
It is often necessary to build a heterogeneous computer network, one made from components that

were not originally designed to work together, and when this is attempted there arise at certain

points in the systern p.oio"ol mismatches, disparities between details of the two separate network

architectures preen 1986]. The problem of overcoming the protocol mismatches without an

extensive modification of the existing systems is called the protocol conversion problem [Calvert
and Lam 19891.
Protocol convirsion is a complex problem since multiple protocols are considered. It is difficult to

design a correct protocol converter by informal, heuristic methods. A formal approach is a

reasonable choice in this area, which may minimize design errors and simpliff design procedure

[Tao, et al 95].
iwo major 

"o.r""*. 
are being addressed in protocol conversion synthesis. First, the architectural

"on""rni 
which deal with the identification of the layer at which a converter must exist, and second,
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the behavioral concems, which deal with the reconcitiation between the different behaviors of
protocols that result from the different protocol message formats and their orderings. According to

ihe second concem, the protocol converter can be designed in one of two drchitecturally and

fundamentally distinct design approaches, namely, the service level and the protocol level.

Recently, a third approach has appeared which merges the last two approaches. This approach is

called the hybrid approach [Saleh and Jaragh 1998].

The problem of protocol conversion can be formalized as follows:

Given two protocols A:(Ao, Ar) and B= (Bo, Br), as shown in Fig.(l), each protocol is

schematically represented as a pair of communication finite state machines (CFSM). A
communicating finite state machine is an abstraction of a process that communicates, with the

environment or with other processes. by sending and receiving messages over unbounded, one-

directional, FIFO channels. The abstractl,un is achieved by ignoring the internal data structures and

internal operations of the process, and representing the process only by its external behavior, i.e., by

all possibie sequences of its sending and receiving operations [Gouda 1984]'

Now, Machine 46 is designed to communicate with machine Ar according to protocol A, while Bo

and Br are designed to communicate according to protocol B. In each protocol s,vstem, message

interchanging between one machine and the other is done through a two one-way, perfect nonlossy,

infinite-capacity FIFO (first in first out) channels.

If machine 46 needs to interact with machine Br, a protocol lnismatch exists. The aim of the

conversion is to allow the components of one architecture to communicate with those of another

architecture.

Protocol A
AO CFSM

Center
7

AI CFSM
RTU

Irrotocol B
BO CFSM

Center

BI CFSM
RTU

Fig. (l) Model of the two protocols A and B.

The approach in this work is to place a communicating finite stat'e'machine H between Ao and Br,

as shown in Fig. (2). Ideally, we would like H to be able to communicate with the CFSM As as if
were the CFSIvIAT and with the CFSM Br as if were the CFSM Be [Rajagopal and Miller 1991].

AO CFSM
Center

Protocol
converter
H CF'SM

BI CFSM
RTU

Fig. (2) Model for the protocol conversion problem.

THE CONVERSION ALGORITHM REQUIREMENTS
One of the requirements of conversion algorithm is the construction of protocol models using a

special type of finite state machines called communicating finite state machines (abbreviated as

CFSMs).
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The protocoJ model is defined formally as follows [Brand andZafiropulo 1983]:
Definition l: A protocol is a quadruple (Si,M;3,Oi,r ) f 1)

for ij : I to N, where:
1- N is a positive integer representing the number of processes.
2- Si is N disjoint finite sets (Sirepresents the set of states of process i).
3- Each Oi is an element of Si representing the initial state of process i.
4- M,: are N2 disjoint finite sets with Mil .*pry for all i (M,1 ripresents the messages that can be

sent from process i to processj).
5- t : is a partial function mapping for each i and j,

r: Si , M,j -+ Si and Si x Mji -+ Si

where x is a cross product operation. In the CFSM model of protocols, each transition corresponds
to a message sent or received is abtu:eviated as -m or *m, respectively.
Definition2: Progress properties of protocols are the properties that can be stated in terms of error
conditions that may arise in the execution of the protocol. A protocol that is error free during
execution is said to have the required progress properties.
The converter H is constructed by algorithm conversion using input specification Mr. and Sr.

(defined later). Algorithm conversion is a high level algorithm that utilizes other algorithms;
Composite, Trace, S.vnthesize, and Verifu for this purpose. Algorithm Composite constructs a state
space C formed by the cross product of the state space Ar and Be. Algorithm Trace then searches
this state space C to construct a set of legal traces Ts. Algorithm Synthesize combines the trace set
Ts to form the state machine H, Finally, algorithm Veriff verifies that H is a valid converter i.e., it
is free from errors. Below, the basic steps of the algorithm are listed. For more details about
Composite, Trace, Synthesize, and Verify algorithms, see [Rajagopal and Miller l99l].
1- Input

a) Protocols A: (Ao, Al); B: (Bo, Br) and
b) Specifications Sr and Mr..

2- Apply algorithm Composite to obtain:
a) CFSM C: Ar X Bs and /- '

b) State transition table C.
3- Apply algorithm Trace to obtain a trace set Tu
4- If Ts: empty then stop (single state converter).
5- Apply algorithm Synthesize to obtain a CFSM H and table H.
6- Apply algorithm Veri$ to CFSM H (Test is set to F (false) if H is found to contain errors).
7- If Test: T then II"'ii the required converter in protocol X: (A0,11, Br).
8- Stop.
Where M1 and Sr are the converter and semantic specifications, respectively. Given protocols
A=(Ao, ,{1) and B:(Bo, Br), a converter specification Mr for CFSM C in protocol G:(A6, C, Br)
consists of message sets R, S, and N. Where R and S represent the sets of reception and send
messages, respectively, that are considered significant for the conversion process. While, N
represents the set of non-convertible send and reception messages. The sets must satisff the
following conditions:

Rn$=0;S0x-0;Nl'ln-0

The specification of message sets R, S, and N is entirely left to the designer.
Definition 3: Given two protocol messages *mei (protocol A) and -msi (protocol B), a message
relationship function Y can be defined to map the message *mnr to the message -ms.i, i.e.,
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Y: fpo, --+ -mBj

if ma1 is convertible or partially convertible to msi .

The semantic spccification 51 specifies a sequente of protocol functions that is a design choice in
the overall protocol execution. For example, the protocol conversion may be designej to providl
end-to-end or local acknowledgment depending on how sp is specified.
De/inition 4: Alegal trace t is defined as an executable trace oilength > I in protocol G: (Ao, C=Ar* Bo, Br) and machine c provided it satisfies the following conditions:
l- Elements of t belong to the sets R, S, and N and are constrained by specifications M1 and

Sr.
2- For every trace element t(i)eRthere exists one and only one element tU) =y(t(i)), j> i.
3- For trace elements t(i1)eR ur6 11;r)eR ,iz>it, there exist elements

t(jr) =Y(t(ir)) and t(j2) =Y(t(iz)), jz > jr.
4- No prefix of a legal trace is a legal trace.
5- The first legal trace begins from the initial CFSM State. All legal traces may begin only from

a begin or an end trace state.
The two communication protocol standards; ADLP 80 of ASEA company and IECg7g; are
dedicated for remote monitoring' and supervisory control. Since ,r.'h applications require
particularly short reaction times with reduced transmission bandwidths, these protocols use only
three layers, namely the physical, the link, and the application layer. Becaur" ail the layers of the
two protocols are not compatible, the conversion will happen on thl top of the application layer.
In fact, ASEA and IEC 870 protocol standards are multifunction, n^on+rivial, iealistic protocols.
Therefore, a modular approach has been concluded. lnstead of designing one big protocol converter,
a converter was desigired for each application function (divide ard 

"onquer). 
it can be recognized

that ASEA protocol consists of eight basic application firnctrons. Whil; IEC870 proto-col is
comprised of seven application functions. The application function that is missing (not
implemented) in IEC 870 protocol is the selective data acquisition application function. There are
four protocol conversion principles related to gateways [Zoline and Lidinsky g5]:
1- Protocol conversion can be effectively used to support communication between two entities

belonging to different protocol architectures, if and only if, the protocols pertaining to these
entities carry the same semantics and are therefore functionally compatible.

2- When two protocols belonging to different architectures support different sets of functions,
protocol conversion can be anplied only to the functional iubset that is common to both
protocols. 

..

3- When two protocols are not convertible, the only solution for communicating with the other
network entity is to actually implement the other entity's protocol.

4- When two protocols differ only in some respects, a mixed solution can be employed. protocol
conversion can be appreciated to the common subset and this in turn can be 

"orirpt.rn"nted 
by

_ implementing the rnissing function(s) on the corresponding side.
In accordance with the above approaches, a converter for each 

"ompatible 
application function in

both protocols is designed as described in the following sectiond. Except foi initialization ana re-
start up application functions which are further divided into two distinci functions. Therefore, two
converters are derived for each application function. Moreover, a converter for selective data
acquisition application function is not derived, since this function exists only in ASEA protocol
standard. Complementing this function in IEC870 protocol standard is out of this work.

PROTOCOL CONVERTER FOR INITIALIZATION APPLICATION FUNCTION
Since initialization application function in ASEA protocol consists of two functions; namely link
establishment and general interrogtrtion, a distinct converter will be constructed for eacL functitn.
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Link Establishment Converter
Fig. (3) shows the CFSM model for this function in ASEA protocol. This function is started when
the controlling station (control center) sends SCI (Status_Check_Instruction) to the faulty controlled
station (RTU). If the RTU is ready, it responds with EXR (Executed_Response) message, At this
point, the link between control center and RTU is reestablished.

AOCFSM AICFSM

-SCI +SCI

-EXR .EXR

Fig. (3) CFSM models for connection establishment phase of ASEA protocol.

Fig. (a) shows the CFSM model for this function in IEC870 protocol. This function is started when
the control center requests the RTU for status of link (Req.SOL). If the RTU is ready, it responds
with Res.SOL. Then, the control center sends Send.RSOL (reset of link) command to the RTU,
which responds by Rep.Ack (acknowledgment). Thereafter, the control center again requests the
status of the link, to which is responded by Res.SOL. At this point, the control center starts to
request information class l. The RTU response is M.AA (application layer available) until the RTU
is completely initialized (MEI).

BN CFSM B, CFSM

-l"l eJ.SOL .SOL

+Res.SOL
-Res.SOL

-Send.RSOL +Send.RSOL

+Rep.ACK -Rep.ACK

-Req.SOL +Req.SOL

+Res.SOL -Res.SOL

-Req.UDC +M.AA +Req
.M.AA

+M E,I -M E,I

Fig. (a) CFSM model for initialization application function of IEC 870 protocol.

Semantic Specifications: When the converter receives SCI from the control center, it sends
Req.SOL to the RTU. When the converter receives M.EI from the RTU, it sends EXR message to
the control center.
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Converter Specifi cations:
R: {SCI, M.EI} = Convertible set of receives'

5= {Req.Sol, EXR} = Converted set of sends.

N: i Res.Sol, Req'.Sol, Send.Rsol, Rep.Ack, Req.UDCLSl, M.AA ) = Nonconvertible set of
sends and receives

Now, the message relationship function is defined:

Y: R -+ S such that:
Y [+SCI]: -Req.Sol Y [+M.EI]= -EXR.

nfier apptying Trace algorithm to the trivial converter C:Ar x Bo, the resulting legal traces are

shown below:
T1 = (la, +SCI, 2a, -Req.sol,2b) T6: (2f,+Res.Sol,29)

T2= (2bt,+Res.sol, 2c) Tt = (28, -Req.UDCLSl, 2h)

T3 = (2c,-Send.Rsol, 2d) T3 : (2h, +M'AA, 29)

to = iZa, +Rep.Ack,2e) T9= (2g, +M.EI, 2i, -EXR, 3i)

T5: (2e,-Req'.Sol, 2f)
After'applying Synthe-size algorithm, Fig. (5) shows the optimized converter machine H.

+SCI

-Req.SOL

+Res.SOL

-Send.RSOL

+-Rep,ACK

-Rrq*.SOL

+Res.SCL

-Req.UDCLS 1

+M.AA

+M.EI
.EXR

Fie. (5) converter H for link establishment.

General Interrogation Converter

@modelforthisfunctioninASEAprotocol'Afterlinkestablishment,a
g.n"ru[ interrogation function is initiated. The control center starts to interrogate the RTU by

iending RA (request data priority 1) and RB (request data priority 1,2, or 3).

Fig. (Z) shows the CFSM model for this function in IEC 870 protocol. This function starts when the

control center sends C.IC.ACT (interrogation command) to the RTU. The RTU responds by

sending C.IC.ACTCON (interrogation command confirmation) and the interrogated information
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(Datal and Data2). When the control center receives C.IC.ACTTERM (function termination) this
function is finished. A.CFSM Ar CFSM

+[tA
RA

RB

+Msgl
+CCRI

+Msgl
+Msg2

-Msgl
-CCRI

-Msgl
-MsP+RB

+CCR2 -CCR2

Fig. (6) General intemogation function of ASEA protocol

B9 CFSM BICFSM

+C.IC.ACTTERM -C.IC.

-C.IC.ACT +C.IC.ACT

+C.IC.ACTCON -C.IC.ACTCON

+Data I , +Dataz -Datal, -Data2

Fig. (7) CFSM model for general interrogation application function of IEC870

Semantic Specifications: When the converter receives RA or RB from the control center, it sends
C.IC.ACT to the RTU and waits for confirmation and interrogated information. Wheh the converter
receives C.IC.ACTTERM from the RTU, it sends CCR2 message to the control center.
Converter Specifiiations:
p:{C.IC.ACTTERM, Datal ,Data2\ = Convertible set of receives}'
S:{Msgl, Msg2, CCR2} = Converted set of sends.
N= {RA, RB, CCR1, C.IC.ACTCON, C.IC.ACT} = Nonconvertible set of receives and sends.
Now, the message relationship function is defined:
Y [+Datal]: -Msgl, Y [+Data2]: -Msg2,
Y [+C.IC.ACTTERM]: -CCR2.
After applying Trace algorithm to the trivial converter C:Al x Bo, the resulted legal traces are
shown below:
T1 : (la, +RA,2a) Ta7: (1c, +C.IC.ACTTERM, ld, +RB, 3d, -

CCR2,4d)
T2: (2a, -C.IC.ACT,2b) Tas = (1c, +RB, 3c)
Ts: (2b, +C.IC.ACTCON, 2c) Tae: (3c, +Datal, 3c, -Msgl, lc)
T4: (2c, +Datal, 2c, +Dal12,2,2r, Tnrg : (3c,+Data2, 3c, -Msg2, lc)
+C.IC.ACTTERM,2d,,Msgl, 1d, +P3, 36, -
Msg2, ld, +11q,2d, -CCRI, ld, +113, 3d, -CCR2,a
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4d)
Ta2= (2c, +Datal, 2c, -Msgl, lc) Trrr = (3c, +G.IC.ACTTERM, 3d, -ccR2,4d)
Ta3 = (1c, +Data2,lc, +ftB, 3c, -Msg2, lc) T5 : (la, +RB, 3a)
Taa = (1c, +RA,2c) T6: (3a, -C.IC.ACT, 3b)
Ta5= (2c, -CCRI, lc) T7: (3b, +C.IC.ACTCON, 3c)
Ta6 = (lc, +Datal, lc, +ftB,3c, -Msgl, lc) Ts = (3c, +Datal, 3c, +C.IC.ACTTERM, 3d, _Msgl

+RB,3d, -CCR2,4d)
After applying Synthesize algorithm, Fig. (8) shows the optimized converter machine H.

.C.IC.ACT
+Data l, +Data?
-+C.tC.ACTTERM

+RA
+RA

+c,

a

-Msgl
.CCRI

-Msgl
-Msg2

.C.IC.ACT

-Msgl
-Ms92

-Msgl
-CCRl

-Msgl
-Ms92

+RB +.R R

+C.IC.ACTCON
+Data I

+DataZ -CCR2

Fig. (8) The converter H.

PROTOCOL CONVERTER FOR POLLING APPLICATION FUNCTION
fig. (9) shows the CFSM model for this function in ASEA protocol. In ASEA protocol, there are
three information priorities; I ,2, and 3. When the RTU receives RA, it sends Msgt (information
priority l) if exists otherwise it sends CCR1 (information priority 1 finished). when the RTU
receives RB, it sends Msgl, Msg2 or Msg3 if exists otherwise it sends CCR2 (information priority
1,2, or 3 are not exist). Whereas, in IEC870 protocol, the data are divided into two prioritylevels.
Fig.10 shows the GFSM model for this function in IEC 870 protocol, where:
Req.UDCLSI = Request User Data Class I
Req.UDCLS2 = Request User Data Class 2
Datal = data class 1

Data2 = data class 2

AO CFSM AI CFSM

O

RA

RB

+CCRl
+Msg I

+Msgl,
+Msg2,
+Msg3,

+RA

+RB

-CCRI
-Msgl

-Msgl,
-Msg2,
-Y:g3j

Fig. (9) Ao and A1 machines for polling application function in ASEA protocol.

3s0

2d

lc ld

+C.IC

+FTA

+DataZ

-Msgl
-CCRI

-FRR

3d

o

2a 2c

3a 3b

4d
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BO CFSM BICFSM

a

Req.
+Datal,
+Res.Nack

*Datal,
+Data2,
+Res.Nack

+ReQ
-Data I ,

-Res.Nack

-Datal,
-DataZ,
-Res.Nack

+

Fig. (10) CFSM model for polling application function of IEC 870 protocol.

Semantic Specifications: As obvious, all the messages of the two protocols are convertible except
for Msg3.
Converter Specifi cations :

R={RA, RB, Datal ,Data2, Res.Nack} = Convertible set of receives.
S:{Req.UDCLS1, Req.UDCLS2, Msgl, Msg2, CCRI, CCR2} = Converred set of sends.
N:{Msg3}
Now, t}re message relationship function is defined:
Y:RrSsuchthat:

a y [*14]: -Req.UDCLSl y [+Data2]: -Mss2
Y [+RB]: -Req.UDCLS2 y [+Res.Nack]... [-_CCRI, _CCR2]
Y l+Datal]: -Msgl

After applying Trace algorithm to the trivial converter C:Ar x Bo, the resulted legal traces
are shown below:
Ty = (1a, +RA,2a, -Req.UDCLS1, 2b) T5 = (2b, +Res.Nack,2a, -CCRI, la)
T2: (2b, +Datal, 2a, -Msgl, la) T6: (3c, +Data2,3a, -Msg2, la)
T3 = (la, +RB, 3a, -Req.UDCLS2, 3c) T7 : (3c, +Res.Nack, 3a, --CCRZ,la)
Ta = (la, +Datal,3a, -Msgl, la)
After applying Synthesize algorithm, Fig. (11) shows the optimized converter machine H.

+Data I . *Res.Nack -ccRr,
-Msgl

+RA

+RB

-Msg l,
-Msg2,
-Msg3,
.CCR^

+Datal, +Data2, +Res.N

Fig. (11) The converter machine H for the polling application function.

UDCLS2

c

a
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PROTOCOL CONVERTER FOR COMMAND TRANSMISSION APPLICATION
FUNCTION
In both protocols, there are two approaches to implement this application fi.rnction; namely; the
single step and double step command transmission. fig. (12) and Fig. (13) show the CFSM models
for this function in ASEA and IEC870 protocols, respectively, In the first approach, command
activation is directly transmitted to the RTU. After command implementation, a confirmation
response message is retumed. While in the second approach, a select command is firstly transmitted
to the RTU. Thcn, if the selection response is positive, command activation is transmitted to the
RTU.

AO CFSM AI CFSM

-CBXC +EXR XR
+CBXC .EXR

)

+NXR
,

-NXR

+CBR -IHC
-CBR

+IHC
+EXC

Fig. (12) CFSM models for the command transmission application function in ASEA protocol.

B^ CFSM B, CFSM

*Execute. -Execute. ACT -Execute. *Execute. ACT
+ -Execute

+Execute. -Execute.

I

t

P
-Execute.DEACT +Execute.DEACT .DEACTCON.N

Fig. (13) CFSM model for command transmission application function in IEC870 protocol

Where the abbreviations are defined as follow:
CBR = check back response
CBXC : check back before execute command
IXC + immediate execute command

.DEACTCON.P,

.DEACTCON.N

a

P

ACT

-Se lect.

a

+
+

d
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EXC =execute command
Execute.ACT = execute command
Execute.ACTCON.P = positive execute confi rmation
Execute.ACTCON.N = negative execute confirmation
Execute.DEACT = inhibit command
Execute.DEACTCON.P : positive inhibit confi rmation
Execute.DEACTCON.N = negative inhibit confirmation
Select.ACT = select command
Select. ACTCON = select confirmation.
Semantic Specifications: As obvious, all the messages of the two protocols are convertible.
Converter specifi cations:
p={CBXC, IXC, IHC, Execute.ACTCCN.N, Execute.ACTCON.P,
EXC,Execute.DEACTCON.N,Execute.DEACTCON.P, Select.ACTCON) = Convertible set of

receives.
S={EXR, NXR, CBR, Select.ACT, Execute.ACT,Execute.DEACT} = Converted set of sends.

Now, the message relationship function is defined:
Y: R -+ S such that:
Y [+CBXC]: -Select.ACT, Y [+IXC]: -Execute.ACT,
Y [+IHC]: -Execute.DEACT, Y [+EXC]: -Execute.ACT,
Y [+Execute.ACTCON.P]= -EXR, Y [+Execute.ACTCON.N]: -NXR,
Y[+Execute.DEACTCON.Nl=-NXR, Y[+Execute.DEACTCON.ll=-EXR,
Y [+Select.ACTCON]= -CBR.
After applying Trace algorithm to the trivial converter C=Al x B0, the resulted legal traces are
shown below:
T1 = (la, +CBXC,2a, -Select.ACT',2b) T5 = (1a, +IXC, 5a, -Execute.ACT, 5e
T2= (2b, +Select.ACTCON, 2c, -CBR, 3c) T6 = (5e, +Execute.DEACTCON.N, 5a, -NXR, la)
T3: (3c, +IHC,4c, -Execute.DEACT, 4d) T7: (3c, +EXC, 5c, -Execute.ACT, 5e)
Ta: (4d, +Execute.DEACTCON.P,4a, -EXR, la)
After applying Synthesize algorithm, Fig. (14) shows the optimized converter machine H.

*Execute.ACTCON.P
' 

+Execute

+IXC
-EXR,
-NXR

+CBXC

+IHC

Fig. (1a) The converter H for the command transmission application function.
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PROTOCOL CONVERTER F'OR CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION APPLICATION
FUNCTION
fig. (15) shows the CFSM model for this function in ASEA protocol. The control center sends TSI
(Time-Synchronizing- Instruction) to the RTU, which in turn responds by sending EXR message.
Similarly, Fig. (16) shows the CFSM model for this function in ASEA protocol. The control center
sends C.CS.ACT (clock synchronization activation) to the RTU, which in tum responds by sending
C. C S. ACTC ON (clock synchron ization confi rmati on) message.

AO CFSM AI CFSM

-TSI +EXR
+ TSI .EXR

Fig. (15) CFSM models for the clock synchronization application function in ASEA protocol.

BN CFSM Q' CFSM

.C.CS.ACT fC.CS.ACT

+C.CS.ACTCON CS.ACTCON

Fig. (16) CFSM model for clock synchronization application function in IEC870

Semantic Specifications: As obvious, all the messages of the two protocols are convertible.
Converter Specifi cations:
R:{TSI, C.CS.ACTCON} = Convertible set of receives.
S:{EXR, C.CS.ACT} = Converted set of sends.
N: {}
Now, the message relationship function is defined:
Y:R+Ssuchthat:
Y [+TSt1: -C.CS.ACT, Y [+C.CS.ACTCON1: -EXR.
After applying Trace algorithm to the trivial converter C=Ar x Bo, the resulted legal traces are
shown below:
T1 : (la, +TS[,2a, -C.CS.ACT, 2b) T2: (2b, +C.CS.ACTCON, 2a, -EXR, 1a)
After applying Synthesize algorithm, Fig. (17) shows the optimized converter machine H.

-EXR -C.CS.ACTCON

+C.CS.ACT

Fig. (17) Thc protocol converter H for clock synchronization application function
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PROTOCOL CONVERTER FOR TRANSMISSION OF INTEGRATED TOTALAPPLICATIONI FUNCTION
rig' (I8) shows the CFSM model for this function in ASEA protocol. The control center initiallysends FCI (Freeze-Counter-Instruction) to the RTU. Then, the pulse counter values are acquiredthrough the polling routine.

AN CFSM A, CF'SM

.FCI
+FCI

R2 -CCR2
+CCRI RI

-RA +RA

Fig' (18) CFSM model for Transmission of integrated total application function in ASEA protocol.

rig' (19) shows the CFSM model for this function in IEC870 protocol. The control center initiallysends Memorize.ACT (memorize counter contents) to the RTII which in tum responds by
BOCFSM BICFSM

+C.CI. .C.CI

ff.ACTCON

-Reouest.ACT ACT

+Request.ACTCON -Request.ACTCON

+.M.IT
-M IT

Fig' (19) CFSM model for integrated total application function in IECS7g protocol.
Memorize'ACTCoN (memorize command confirmation). The control center sends Request.ACT tothe RTU, which i'PT responds by sending Request.e6TcoN and the frozen values (M.IT). Theend of this function is indicated whinever trre nrfu sends C.CI.ACTTERM (function termination).Semantic Specifications: when the converter receives FCI, it sends Memorize.AcT. Then, the
1"1]:t1t9-!ata (M.ITs) are transferred to the control center. when the converter receivesC.CI.ACTTERM, it sends CCR2 to the control center.

Converter Specifications :

R={FCI, C.CLACTTERM, M.IT} = Converrible set of receives.

t

RR -RB

.M

h

e

+ .ACTCON
+Break

a

h

c, Off.ACT

ZE.A

e

f

o

3s5

a
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S={Memorize.ACT, CCR2, Mrg} = Converted set of sends.
N={RB,Memorize-ACTCoN,RA,Request.ACT, Requesi.AcTCoN,Break off.ACT, Breakoff.ACTCON,CCRI )
Now, the message relationship fuqction is defined:
Y: R -+ S such that:
Y [+FC11: -Memorize.AcT, y [+C.CIACTTERM]= _CCR2 y [+M.IT]: -Msg.After applying Trace algorithm to the irivial converter c=Ar x B0, the resulted legal traces areshown below:
Tr = (1a, +FCI, 2a, +!14,4a, -CCRI, 2a, +ftg, Tr: (4c, -CCRI,2c)
3a, -Memorize.ACT,3b)
Tp: (la, +FCI, 2a, -Memoize.ACT,2b) Ts: (2c,+RB, 3c)
!u= \2P, 

+RA, 4b) T1s: (2c, +Request.ACTCON,2d)
Tr+= (4b, -CCRI,2b) T,, : (2d, +RA;4d)
T15 = (2b, +RB, 3b) Ty,= ikd,,_CCi.t, iAy
T2 = (3b, +Memorize.ACTCON, 3c) f,, : iZa, +Rn,:i)fi = (3c, -Request.AcT, 3d) T1a = (4d, +Request.ACTCON,40
Ta: (3d, +Request.ACTCON,3f) T,s = i2d, +Request.ACfCON, Z9
Ts = (3f, +M.IT,3f, +C.CI.ACTTERM,3a,__ f ta=iZf,+M.It, Ze +ne, iq _Msg,2f)
Msg,2a, +RA,4a, -CCRI, 2a, tRB, 3a, -CCR2,
la)
Tsz: (3f +M.IT,3f -Msg,2f) T162: (2f, +RB,3f)
Is: = (2! +RA, 4f) 

^ Trz: (4b, +Memoiize.ACTCON, 4c)
Tsq= (4f, -CCRI,20 T,r: (4", +Request.ACTCON,4d)
Tss: (2f, +C.CI.ACTTERM, 2a, +pg, 3u, - T1e = (4f, +M.It, 4f, +C.CIACTTERM, 4a, _
CCR2, la) CCRI,2a, +ftg,3u,--tutrg,2a, +11g,3a, _CCR2,

la)
T6= (2b, *Memorize.ACTCON, 2c) Tls2= (41+C.CI.ACTTERM ,4a, _CCRl,2a,

T7 = (ZI,+RA, 4c) 
+RB' 3a' -ccR2' la)

After applying Synthesize algorithm, Fig. (20) shows the optimized converter machine H.
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PROTOCOL CONVERTER FOR GENERAL INTERROGATION APPLICATION
FUNCTION
fig (.21) and Fig. (7) show the CFSM models for this function in ASEA and IEC870 protocols,

respectively

AO CFSM AI CFSM

+CCR2 -CCR2

-SCI
+SCI

+EXR EXR

+
+

+CCRl
+Msgl

.CCRl
-Msgl

a

+RB

Fig. (21) CFSM model for the general intenogation application function in ASEA protocol.

In ASEA protocol, this function is initiated when the control center sends SCI command to the

RTU. Whenever the control center receives EXR from the RTU, polling routine is resumed to

acquire the interrogated information. For IEC870 protocol see the second converter of initialization

application.
Semantic Specifications: When the converter receives SCI from the control center, it sends

C.IC.ACT to the RTU. Then, when the converter receives C.IC.ACTCON from the RTU, it sends

EXR to control center.
Converter Specifi cations:
R={SCI, c.ic.acrrERM, C.IC.ACTCoN, Datal ,Data}l = convertible set of receives'

S={EXR, Msgl, Msg2, CCR2, C.IC.ACT} = Converted set of sends.

N: {RA, RB, CCRI i = Nonconvertible set of receives and sends'

Now, the message relationship function is defined:
Y: R -* S such that:
Y [+SCI]: -C.IC.ACT, V [+C.IC.ACTCON]: -EXR,

Y [+Datal]: -Msgl, Y [+Data2]= -Msg2,

Y [+C.IC.ACTTERM]= -CCR2.
Afier applying Trace algorithm to the trivial converter C=Al x B0, the resulted legal traces are

shown below:
T1 = (1a, +SC[, 2a,-C.IC.ACT,2b) T27 = (5c, -CCRI, 3c)

Tz= i2b,+C.IC.ACTCON, 2c,+Dptal,2c,Data2,2:,*C.IC.ACTTERM,2a, -EXR, 3a, +I14, 5u, -

Msgl, 3a, *RA, 5a, -Msgl, 3a, +114, -CCRI, 3a, rRB,4a, -Msg2, 3a,RB, 4a,'CCP.2,

la) T23: (3c, +RB,4c)

Tzn= (2b,+6.IC.ACTCON, 2c, -EXR, 3c) Tzg: (4c,+Datal, 4c, +Data2, 4c, -Msgl, 3c,

+RB,4c, -Msg2, 3c)
Tz: = (3c, +Dita2,3c, +p6,4c, -Msg2, 3c) T2,r0: (3c, +C.IC.ACTTERM, 3a, +ftB,4u, -

CCR2, la)
T2a: (3c,-tDatal, 3c, +[14, 5c, -Msgl, 3c) Tz,tt = (4c,+Datal,4c, *C'IC'ACTTERM, 4a,-

Msgl,3a,*RB,4a, -CCR2, la)
Tzsl (3c, +Datal,3c, +119,4c, -Msgl,3c) Tz,r2: (5c, +Datal ,5c,+9412'2,
5C,+C.IC.ACTTERM,5a, -Msgl, 3a, +pg,4a, - Msg2, 3a, +f,B, 4a,-CCR2,la )
T26: (3c, +RA, 5c)o
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4c

+RB-Msgl
+C.IC.ACTTERTVI

2b 2c

+SCI
-Msgl

+C.IC.ACTTERM

3c

+C-IC- ACTTE,RM.CCRl +RA

5c

After applying Synthesize algorithm, Fig. (22) shows the optimized converter machine H.

+C.IC.ACTTERM

+RB

+RA

Fig. (22) The converter H.

Datal
+Da ta2

+Datal
+DataZ

+Data I
+Data?

.CCRI

+Datal
+Data2

t,

?

PROTOCOL CONVERTER FOR RE_START_UP APPLICATION FUNCTION
This function is comprised of two sub functions, cold start and link establishment. For simplicity,
instead of designing one large converter, two simple converters can be constructed to achieve the
same application function.

Cold Start Converter
Fig. (23) shows the CFSM model for this function in ASEA protocol. When the control center
wants to restart the RTU, it just sends CLD.STR (cold start command) to the RTU. Fig.24 shows
the CFSM model for this function in IEC8790 protocol. When the control center wants to restart the
RTU, it just sends C.RP.ACT (reset process command) to the RTU, which in turn responds by
sending C.RP.ACTCON (reset process confirmation).

AO CFSM AI CFSM

-CI ,D.STR

.RB

+CI ,D STR

+.RB

Fig. (23) CFSM model of cold start function for re-initialization application function of ASEA protocol

BOCFSM BICFSM

-C.RP.ACT +C.RP.ACT

+C.RP.ACTCON
-C.RP.ACTCON

Figpq CFSM model for warm start function of re-start up application function in IEC870 protocol.
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Semantic Specifications: When the converter receives CLD.STR from the control center, it sends
C.RP.ACT to the RTU.
Converter Specifi cations:
p= ICLD.STR) : Conysrti6le set of receives.
S: {C.RP.ACT} =. Converted set of sends.
N: {RB, C.RP.ACTCON} = Nonconvertible set of sends and receiryes
Now, the message relationship function is defined:
Y: R ---+ S such that:
Y [+CLD.STR1: -C.RP.ACT.
After applying Trace algorithm to the trivial converter C:Al x 80, the resulted legal traces are
shown below:
T11=(la, +CLD.STR, 2a, +ftB, 2a, -C.Rp.ACT, 2b) T2: (2b,+C.RP.ACTCON, 2c)
T12=(ta, +CLD.STR,2a, -C.RP.ACT,2b) T3= (2c,+RB,2c)
T13=(2b, +RB,2b)
After applving Synthesize algorithm, Fig. (25) shows the optimized converter machine H.

-CI ,D.STR

-C.RP.ACT +RB

-C.RP.ACTCON -f i(B

Fig. (25) CFSM H.

J Link Establishment CoTrverter
Fig. (26) shows the CFSM model
sends SCI to the RTIJ. If the RTIJ
requests the RTu by transmitting
tables) are missing (M.F'.T.). Then,

for this function in ASEA protocol. At first, the control center
is ready, it responds by returning EXR. Then, the control center
RB. The RTU answer is that the data base contents (function
the control center begins to transmit the function tables (F'TAB)

to the RTLI, At last, the control center activates the RTU by sending ACT.RTU, which is confirmed
by EXR message. 

A,. A, CFSM

.SCI -:SCI

+EXR -F,X;T I

-RB +RB

+F.T.M -F.T.M

-trTAR +F.'I.A R,

+trXR? -FXR?

- \C'I .RTI.J +Af-T PTI ]

+EXR3 -EXR3

Fis. (26) CFSM model of Iink establishment function in ASEA orotocol.
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Fig. (27) shows the CFSM model for this function in IEC870 protocol. At first, the control center
requests the RTU for the status of link (Req,SOL). The RTU responds by sending Res.SOL to the
control center. Then the control center begins to send Req.UDCLSI to the RTU, which is confirmed
by M.AA or by M.EI when the function is terminated.

BI CFSM

-Req.sol +Roq.sol

+Res.sol -Res.sol

+M.AA +Req.UDCLS I -M.AA-Req.UDCLS I

+M EI -M.EI

t

t

i

Fie. Q7) CFSM model for link establishment function of IEC870 protocol.

Semantic Specifications: When the converter receives SCI from the control center, it sends
Req.SOL to RTU. Then, when the converter receives Res.SOL from the RTU, it sends back EXR to
the control center. t ."

Converter Specifi cations :

R={SCI, Res.sol, M.EI} = Convertible set of receives.
S={Req.sol, EXRl, EXR3} = Converted set of sends.

N={RB, F.T.M., FTAB, EXR2, ACT.RTU, Req.UDCLSl, M.AA} = Nonconvertible set of
receives and sends.

Now, the message relationship function is defined:
Y: R+Ssuchthat:
Y [+SCI]: -Req.sol, Y [+Res.sol]: -EXRI, Y [+vt.EI1: -ExR3. 

:,

After applying Trace algorithm to the trivial converter C:Al x B0, the resulting legal traces are
shown below:
T1 : (la, +SCI,2a, -Req.sol,2b) Tr3,3 = (4d, +M.EI,4e, -F.T.M., 5e, *FTAB,7e,

-EXR2,5e, +ACT.RTU 6e, -EXR3,
8e)

T2: (2b, +Res.sol,2u; -EXRI, 3c) Tg: (64, +M.AA, 4c)
T3: (3c, +RB,4c,; T15: (4c, -Req.LIDCLSI, 4d)
Ta= (4c, -F.T.M., 5c) T15 = (4d, -F.T.M., 5d)
T6: (7c, -EXR2, 5c) Tlz,l : (5d, +M.EI,5e, *ACT.RTU,6e, -EXR3,

8e)
T7: (5c, +ACT.RTU,6c) Tn,z= (5d, +ACT.RTU,6d)
T3: (6c, -Req.UDCLSl,6d) T1s = (5d, +FTAB, 7d)
Te = (6d, +M.AA, 6c) T1e = (7d, -EXR2, 5d)
T16 = (6d, +M.EI, 6e, -EXR3, 8e) T2n= (7d, +M.EI, 7e, -EXR2, 5e, *FTAB, 7e, -EX

+ACT.RTU, 6e, -EXR3, 8e)
T11 : (3c, -Req.UDCLS1, 3d) 721= (7d, +M.AA, 7c)
Trz: (3d, , M.AA, 3c) T22: (7c, -Req,UDCLSl, 7d)
Tr3,r : (3d, +M.EI, 3e, *RB, 4e, -F.T.M., 5e, T3: (5d, +M.AA, 5c)
+FTAB, 7e, -EXR2, 5e, *ACT.RTU, 6e, -
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EXR3,8e)
T,B,z:13d, *Rn,4d; Tz+ = (5c, -Req, UDCLSI, 5d)

after apptying Synthesize algorithm, Fig. (28) shows the optimized converter machine H'

+SCI

-Req.sol +Res.sol

-EXRI -Req.UDCLS I
+M.EI

+RB

+M.EI

.F.T.M -F.T.M.

+FTAB

+ACT.RTU +ACT.RTU +ACT.RTTJ

+M.L,I

-T,XR3
+M.AA .EXR3 EXR3

rM.EI
-Reo.I

+M.AA

Fig. (28) Converter H.

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a protocol converter had been designed using formal methods in order to overcome the

heterogeneity problem which results from connecting controlled stations that utilize IEC 870

protocol standard to a controlling station that utilizes a different protocol standard of ASEA

company.
Using the Conversion algorithm presented in [Rajagopal and Miller 1991], a converter H CFSM is

constructed for each application function. The initializatron and restart-up application functions are

further subdivided into two sub functions and a separate converter was constructc,.l for each sub

function. This situation is useful especially if the sub function converters are reusable.

From the results of the conversion process, it is shown that for a two protocols that operate under

the same phase such that all the messages are convertible (the noitconvertible set of receives and

sends N is empty), the constructed converter are guaranteed to be free of errors provided that both

protocols are error free. The number of possible converters that resulted by varying the input

specifications is at minimum extent. As the number of messages of set N increased, the number of
pbssible legal traces increased for given semantic specifications. Finally, the conversion algorithm

has revealed a high degree of flexibility that depends on the specifications of the converter, which is
a designer choice. For more complex protocols, the conversion process will be a tedious task.

-*RB

a
6d-Req.UDCLS I

8e8c

3d+M.AA

-Req.lJDCLS1RB

+M.AA4c

-F.T.M.

+M.EI
+M.AA 7d

-Req. UDCLSI

-EXR2+FTAB
-E,XR2

+FTAB

-F.XR2
+M.EI

5d

6e

a
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